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Overview 
CdiffCyc is a new curated database resource for C. difficile 630.  We 
combined the most recent genome annotation from RefSeq with 
updated gene function annotations from MicroScope to build a database 
within the Pathway Tools software environment. Enzymatic functions 
predicted in the genome annotation were integrated into a predicted 
metabolic pathway network. The database was further improved by 
manual curation of the predicted metabolic and regulatory network, and 
by the addition of summaries, literature references and Gene Ontology 
terms for experimentally studied gene products. 

CdiffCyc Availability 
CdiffCyc is currently freely available on the web as part of BioCyc. Our goal is 
for CdiffCyc to evolve into a high-quality, highly curated database for the C. 
difficile research community that is analogous to EcoCyc, which contains 
extensively referenced summary information on all experimentally characterized 
genes, proteins, metabolic and signaling pathways and regulatory events in E. coli. 
Because it is difficult to obtain grant funding for literature curation, we are 
exploring other mechanisms to fund this essential work. One approach now being 
taken by a few other databases is to support curation through subscriptions from 
university libraries or individual laboratories. This mechanism can provide a way 
to fund curation while still providing some level of open data access. We will be 
announcing more about our curation funding plan over the next few months. 
Please contact biocyc-support@biocyc.org if you would like to be added to an 
email contact list to hear more about these plans. In the meantime, we would like 
to know what database content and tools would make CdiffCyc into a valuable 
resource for you.  

A list of essential genes from Dembek et al., MBio 6(2):e02383 (2015) was turned 
into a public SmartTable. With a single mouse click, metabolic enzymes present in 
that table can be marked in green on the Cellular Overview diagram. Other types 
of data, such as gene expression, proteomics or metabolomics data, can be painted 
onto this overview. 

Orthologs in different organisms can be aligned within their genomic context 
in the Multi-Genome Browser. This display is color-coded by gene 
orthology. A grey background indicates predicted transcription units and a 
light green background indicates experimentally verified TUs. Shown here are 
orthologs of a gene that is essential for growth in C. difficile R20291. The 
orthologous gene product in E. coli functions in threonylcarbamoyladenosine 
biosynthesis (a tRNA modification). Clicking on a gene navigates to its gene/
protein page. 

Information about each gene product is summarized on the individual gene/protein 
pages. Evidence code icons show whether experimental information is available and 
link to the primary literature. The Operations menu on the right enables access to 
gene/protein sequences and to a number of comparison operations, including 
alignments with orthologs in other organisms. 

Lists of genes, proteins, pathways or other database objects can be stored as 
SmartTables. SmartTable tools include table transformations that allow, for 
example, a list of proteins from one organism to be turned into a list of their 
orthologs in another organism. Users can choose whether their saved 
SmartTables are private, shared, or public. 
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BioCyc Database Collection and the Pathway Tools Software 
CdiffCyc is a member of the BioCyc collection of more than 5500 pathway/genome 
databases that is available at BioCyc.org. Pathway Tools underlies the BioCyc 
databases, and is a general toolkit for creating, curating and publishing new model 
organism databases. The integration of CdiffCyc within BioCyc provides a large 
number of tools and resources for navigating, visualizing, and analyzing the database 
contents as well as user-supplied data such as gene expression data. Some examples are 
shown here.  

Manually Curated 
Experimental 
Evidence 

Number  

Gene products 123 
Transcription units 17 
Regulatory interactions 30 
Gene Ontology terms 185 


